DISPENSING SOLUTIONS
The Best Just Keeps Gettin’ Better!®
FIRESTOP GUNS & ACCESSORIES Bulletin 298D

BULK & SAUSAGE GUNS

20oz SAUSAGE

Professional Cordless

DL-45-T14E
• 20oz Core Cordless Sausage or Bulk Gun 18V

Professional Manual

DL-45-T14
• 20oz Special Deluxe Manual Sausage or Bulk Gun

B-Line

B12S20
• 20oz B-Line Manual Sausage Gun

20oz BULK

B12B20
• 20oz B-Line Manual Bulk Gun

30oz BULK

B12B30
• 30oz B-Line Manual Bulk Gun

CARTRIDGE GUNS

1/10 GALLON STANDARD CARTRIDGE

Professional Cordless

846-1E
• 1/10 Gallon Cordless Cartridge Gun 18V

B-Line

B12
• 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 12:1 Drive

B26
• 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 26:1 Drive

B1
• 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Skeleton Cartridge Gun with 7:1 Drive

H10Q
• Quart Viper Line Manual Skeleton Cartridge Gun with 10:1 Drive

Quart Cartridge

E18C380X4
• 380ml Cordless Co-Axial Multi-Component Cartridge Gun 18V

B12Q
• Quart B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 12:1 Drive

B26Q
• Quart B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 12:1 Drive

Viper
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CARTRIDGE NOZZLE

Angle Shot Nozzle 935-1
- Extends cartridge nozzles to dispense in difficult situation
- Total length is 7” with a 45 degrees bend.

BENDABLE FIRESTOP NOZZLES

Bend and cut to reach any joint or penetration.

3/8” ID Threaded Bendable Nozzles
- 3 lengths: 32-112 (12”), 32-113 (18”), and 32-114 (24”)
- Use with 426-G01 cap on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 966-2 adapter on B-Line Guns

1/2” ID Flared Bendable Nozzles
- 3 lengths: 32-116 (12”), 32-117 (18”), and 32-118 (24”)
- Use with 970-G01 adapter on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 970-G02 adapter on B-Line Guns

RIGID FIRESTOP NOZZLES

1/2” ID Bent Metal Extension Nozzles
- 45 degree bent tip for hard to reach areas.
- 3 lengths: 32-105 (8”), 32-106 (12”), and 32-107 (18”)

1/2” ID Metal Nozzle Extension Nozzles
- 4 lengths: 248-G03(3”), 248-G06 (6”), 248-G12 (12”), and 248-G18 (18”)

B-LINE ACCESSORIES - use with B12S20, etc.

Bent Cone Nozzle 935-4
Black Cone Nozzle 873-3
Clear Narrow Nozzle 873-2

Plastic Front Cap 873-5
Metal Nozzle Adapter 966-2
Flared Nozzle Adapter 970-G02

Use with 873-5 front cap
Use with 873-5 Front Cap

BENDABLE FIRESTOP NOZZLES

Bend and cut to reach any joint or penetration.

3/8” ID Threaded Bendable Nozzles
- 3 lengths: 32-112 (12”), 32-113 (18”), and 32-114 (24”)
- Use with 426-G01 cap on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 966-2 adapter on B-Line Guns

1/2” ID Flared Bendable Nozzles
- 3 lengths: 32-116 (12”), 32-117 (18”), and 32-118 (24”)
- Use with 970-G01 adapter on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 970-G02 adapter on B-Line Guns

BULK LOADING ACCESSORIES

Follow Plates
- Reduce the mess
- Cleaner loading, less waste
- 504-G07 - 5 gallon pail
- 504-G01 - 2 gallon pail

Loading Sleeve 23-10
- Keeps barrel clean while loading
- For 2” Diameter guns

Bucket Scrapers 258-33718
- Stainless steel construction
- 2” Wide x 8” Long

PROFESSIONAL LINE ACCESSORIES - use with DL-45, DL-59, etc.

Bent Cone Nozzle 935-3
Orange Cone Nozzle 235-1
Round Metal Nozzle 32-55

Metal Ring Cap 421-G01
Flared Nozzle Adapter 970-G01
Front Cap for Metal Nozzles 426-G01

Use with 421-G01 Ring Cap

JOINT TOOLS, LADDER HOOK PULLS AND BARREL BRUSH

Classic Spatulas 258 Series
- Hardwood handle
- Stainless steel blade
- 11 sizes: tip widths from 3/8” to 1-1/2”

Streamline Set 958-G01
- Stainless steel blade
- 7 piece set: tip widths from 3/8” to 1-1/2”

Ladder Hook Pulls 310-1
- Best for Bulk Loading
- Fits Professional and B-Line guns

Barrel Cleaning Brush 800-G01
- Brass bristle brush
- Cleans inside of 2” diameter steel barrels
- Use with Professional Line guns